
MINUTES FROM BUILDING SUBCOMMITTEE MEETING 7/30/19 
 
7:36pm – Call to Order 
Pledge of Allegiance 
 
In Attendance 
Cris Franco  David Romano 
John Morytko  Don Robbins 
Carlos Luaces  Larry Rotter 
Scott Yappen  Eric Serrilli 
Stephen Panek  Mike Pellek 
   Jim Reinhold 
 
Meeting and Subcommittee Structure 
The council was clear about keeping the Subcommittee together. 
The council members removed themselves from the Subcommittee. 
Going forward we will communicate to Township Manager, Joseph Sabatini, and he will communicate to 
the council; the Nader Group will communicate to Joseph Sabatini and he will communicate to us. 
 
Minutes 
The subcommittee discussed options for assembling meeting minutes and providing to Doris Flynn to be 
posted on town website. 
 
Review Subcommittee Preliminary Recommendations 
Engage the Nader Group to develop advanced concept plans 
Engage the services of an independent estimating firm or construction firm to provide detailed cost 
estimates 
Maintain this Subcommittee or a smaller version to manage, monitor and guide the efforts of the 
professionals, provide feedback on the initial design process, and keep the town council informed. 
Explore additional cost-saving opportunities 
 
Nader Group Proposal 
It was discussed by the group to compare the Nader Group’s plans and concepts developed based on 
their June 13, 2019 proposal to current, similar projects in order to better determine the budget for the 
project going forward. 
 
It has come to our attention that various towns are in the process of construction of municipal/police 
buildings or they have been recently completed.  We would like information from the following towns in 
order to compare their projects to the estimates we receive from The Nader Group: 
Township of Oceanport, Monmouth County 
City of Clark, Union County 
Town of Ridgewood, Bergen County 
Town of New Milford (PD only), Bergen County 
Town of Wanaque, Passaic County 
We would like to request the assistance of the Township Council with obtaining copies of plans (in PDF 
Format), copy of schedule of values and bid packages that were submitted by each bidder as well as the 
selected bids for these projects. 



 
Motion was made and unanimously confirmed to communicate to The Nader Group that the 
subcommittee expects that the review of program space on the 13th will include cost reduction 
measures, for example open floor compared to closed office space; multiple sets of bathrooms versus 
one set; options and alternatives to meeting space. 
 
Independent Estimators 
We have 3 Construction Consultants responding to our requests for proposals.  We will hold onto them 
until we get to the timeline where we can continue. 
 
Public Engagement 
We have our open meetings.  Discussion was given to public perception.  Mandy at Township Journal 
offered her contact information in case we would like to communicate through her to the public. 
 
Subcommittee Communications 
It is important that the subcommittee speak to the public and to the council with one voice, so 
communications representing the subcommittee should be on the consensus, rather than individual 
perspectives. 
 
We need clarification as to whether the Google e-mail group should be limited due to the perception 
that a meeting discussion be held without public notice.  Does this rule pertain to a subcommittee? 
 
Public Comment 
Discussions on cost, locations in town, and direction of the Building Subcommittee. 
 
Adjourned 9:55pm 
 
 


